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Abstract: Steel storage racks are widely used in logistics for storing materials and goods. Rack
design is carried out by adopting the so-called design-assisted-by-testing procedure. In particular,
experimental analyses must be carried out by rack producers on the key structural components
in order to adopt the design approach proposed for the more traditional carpentry frames. For
existing racks, i.e., those in-service for decades, it is required to evaluate the load carrying capacity in
accordance with the design provisions currently in use. The main problem in several cases should be
the appraisal of the key component performance, owing to the impossibility to obtain specimens from
in-service racks without reduction or interruption of the logistic flows. To overcome this problem, a
quite innovative procedure for the identification of the structural unknowns of existing racks has
been proposed in the paper. The method is based on in-situ modal identification tests combined with
extensive numerical analyses. To develop the procedure, cheap measurement systems are required,
and they could be immediately applied to existing racks. A real case study is discussed, showing the
efficiency of the procedure in the evaluation of the effective elastic stiffness of beam-to-column joints
and base plate connections, that are parameters which remarkably affect the rack performance. The
structural unknowns have been determined based on four sets of modal tests (two configurations on
the longitudinal direction and two in the transversal direction) plus 9079 iterative structural analyses.
The results obtained were then directly compared with experimental component tests, showing
differences lower than 9%.

Keywords: modal identification; finite element (FE) models; parametric numerical analysis; steel
rack frames; joint stiffness; Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)

1. Introduction

In the last decades, the most commonly used structures for logistics, i.e., steel storage
racks, have become progressively more important, owing to the remarkable increment
of web marketing activities. Furthermore, their relevant role in society has been recently
amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic. The latest progress in this field contributed signifi-
cantly to guarantee a constant supply of essential goods, despite lockdowns and numerous
working issues in different sectors.

Racks are typically made of thin-walled steel members (TWCF), obtained from coils
cold-rolled in continuum [1,2]. An example of a typical rack is sketched in Figure 1, which
is obtained by a regular sequence of upright frames connected to each other by pairs of
pallet beams carrying the stored units. Moreover, the presence of nonlinear partial strength
semi-rigid connections, the regular perforation systems along the uprights, the extensive
use of monosymmetric members, and both geometrical and mechanical imperfections
do not allow for a design based on pure theoretical approaches [3]. For these reasons,
the European rack design code EN15512 [4] recommends the so-called design-assisted-
by-testing procedure [5], which combines theoretical approaches developed for more
traditional steel carpentry frames with experimental data able to represent the response of
joints and components. In particular, specific tests are required to evaluate:
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• The effective properties of the structural elements. Uprights and beams are cold-
formed thin-walled elements, whose shape (Figure 2) strictly depends on rack pro-
ducers. The beams have a boxed cross-section shape usually defined by the need
to guarantee adequate support to the pallet units. Uprights are generally mono-
symmetric cross-section members characterized by a set of regular perforations along
with their height. For this reason, the effective properties (effective second moment of
area and net area) have to be always experimentally evaluated [3].

• Performance of beam-to-column connections. The beam-to column joints are realized
by brackets welded to the beam ends and mechanically connected to the uprights via
hooks and tab. These joints are characterized by a non-linear response, a quite low
stiffness, and an unstable hysteretic behavior [6–8]. It can be noted that the shape of
the hysteresis loops changes significantly in subsequent cycles, showing an important
loss of stiffness after the first cycle. However, a non-negligible issue associated with
these connections is the low value of the yielding moments if compared with the ones
of the connected beams. Great values of rotations are achieved and, as a consequence,
a satisfactory level of ductility characterizes the joints without brittle fracture;

• Performance of base-plate connections. Base-plate connections are generally realized
by a formed steel plate, which is anchored to the industrial concrete floor and bolted
to the upright bottom end [9]. Performance of base-plate has been intensively studied
during the last years by many authors, showing the great importance of a proper
design of these connections to the seismic response of racks [10,11]. In particular, the
modern frontier of research on rack frames is devoted on the development of useful
base systems able to dissipate seismic energy or to isolate the rack frame [12–15].
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In addition, the shear deformability in the cross-aisle direction is an important pa-
rameter which influences the overall rack response. Upright frames are built-up trussed
columns composed by lacings and vertical elements. Several tests and numerical models
have been carried out showing that the shear stiffness of these elements cannot be directly
appraised by using classic theoretical expressions [16]. Hence, ad-hoc strategies must be
adopted, such as the reduction of the area of the bracings or the use of a suitably calibrated
spring between bracing ends and the upright face.

Despite the regularity and simplicity of the structural rack schemes, a great number
of research studies have recently addressed open problems in order to improve the effi-
ciency of the design rules adopted for both static and seismic design. In particular, the
most investigated aspects can be summarized in (i) warping influence on the member
performance [17], (ii) assessment of the behavior (q) factor for the seismic design [18], (iii)
post-earthquake effective performance [19], (iv) vulnerability assessment [20], and (v) fire
protection [21].

Up to now, no attention has been paid to existing racks, i.e., to storage systems fully
in-service and erected a few decades ago, for which it should be required to appraise the
effective load carrying capacity in accordance with the current design provisions. For them,
very limited structural data are generally available either because component tests were
not executed at the time of erection or because the associated test reports are no longer
available. These cases, whose occurrence increases over time, are extremely problematic
because it is not possible to obtain specimens from the in-service structure to experimentally
evaluate key structural data. As an alternative along with the rack substitution, innovative
strategies based on non-destructive tests could hence be of paramount importance to allow
for a structural design in accordance with the current provisions. Similar procedures
were adopted in the past, for the identification of damages on steel frame and concrete
structures [22–24].

The paper deals with the evaluation of the main structural characteristics of steel racks
by means of in-situ non-destructive tests combined with parametric numerical analyses.
The basic idea is to reproduce the experimental response of the structures via numerical
finite element (FE) models. In particular, the dynamic rack identification (modal shapes
and frequencies) is carried out via a set of accelerometers suitably located along the whole
structures [25]. Then, the output of a great number of FE models differing for the values
assumed by the unknown parameters must be processed till the best fit is achieved. For
this reason, this characterization procedure can be usefully applied to cases of existing
skeleton frames for which not all the design data are available.

A two-bay four-story rack has been considered for the applicative part and the elastic
stiffnesses of both beam-to-column joints and base-plate connections have been assumed
as unknown parameters, that have been determined based on four set of tests: two con-
figurations on the longitudinal direction and two in the transversal direction. The same
rack was already considered in the framework of a previous research [26], for which all
component tests have been executed in accordance with EN15512 [4]. As a consequence,
the direct comparison between the experimental and the numerically predicted values
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allows for a concrete appraisal of the efficiency of the proposed procedure in predicting the
unknown variables.

2. The Identification Procedure

For existing racks, all data related to the geometric layout, the weight of the pallet
units as well as their location are usually available or can be easily evaluated in-situ. The
proposed procedure can be applied through the following phases:

1. Geometric survey of the cross-section of the key components (uprights, pallets beams
and diagonals) and identification of the unknown structural parameters, i.e., key
components for which experimental or theoretical results are not available (e.g., the
stiffness of beam-to-upright joints). The selection of the structural unknowns should
be based on the experience and when the experience is low a preliminary sensitivity
analysis is suggested;

2. Definition of the most efficient location of the accelerometers in the structure, execu-
tion of the in-situ tests and re-elaboration of the associated data in order to evaluate the
experimental frequencies, the associated modal shapes and the structural damping;

3. Iterative numerical FE analyses. For each unknown parameter, a suitable range of
variation has to be defined, and different values inside the ranges are considered. The
number of unknown parameters defines the number of loops (Figure 3), and for each
combination of the unknown parameters, a modal analysis is carried out recording the
frequencies and the associate eigenvectors. Since the number of FE models associated
with the values assumed by each unknown parameter should be very large, the
above-described procedure could be suitably automatized by developing efficient
interfaces able to run automatically the set of analyses and storing the output data
of interest;

4. Comparison between the experimental and numerical data for each numerical case
and appraisal of the accuracy of the model via the definition of a suitable accuracy pa-
rameter. The optimal solution (best match) is represented by the model characterized
by the maximum accuracy and the associate values of the unknown parameters can
be assumed as effective for practical design purposes.

The flowchart of the procedure is depicted in Figure 3 with reference to the case of
two structural unknowns, identified as UK1 and UK2. For each of them, i.e., UKj, a set
of values ranging from a minimum UKjmin and maximum UKjmax value, is considered
with an increment of ∆UKj. The range of variability, i.e., the values assigned to UKjmin and
UKjmax is strictly related to the sensibility of the operator. If the experience in this field
is limited these values should range from 0 to a value close to ∞, with a great amount of
time consuming. As an example, if the beam-to-column connections were considered, the
EN1993-1-8 [27] boundary limits of semi-rigid connections could be used as a suitable range.

As far as phase 2 is concerned, the experimental data are organized as:

• Vector of experimental frequencies:

f reqexp(j) (1)

where index j ∈ {1,2, . . . M} with M representing the number of modes experimentally
found and of interest for the appraisal of the global response.

• Matrix of experimental modal displacements in the down-aisle (longitudinal or
x) direction:

φx,exp(n, j) (2)

where index n ∈ {1, 2, . . . N} with N representing the number of nodes in which the modal
displacements are extracted, that are the points in which the accelerometers are located.

• Matrix of experimental modal displacements in the cross-aisle (transversal or y) direction
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φy,exp(n, j) (3)

At each iteration, i.e., for each FE model, the following quantities are stored:

• Values of the unknown parameters;
• Vector of the frequencies of the numerical modes:

f reqnum(i) (4)

where index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . P} with P representing the number of numerical modes which
satisfy the minimum threshold for the mass participating ratio, i.e., only the modes with a
participating mass greater than 5% are considered.

• vector of the participating mass ratios of the numerical modes:

mass(i) = max{mass_x(i), mass_y(i)} (5)

where mass_x(i) and mass_y(i) are the participating mass ratios of the i-th mode along the
x-direction and y-direction, respectively.

• matrix of numerical modal displacement in the longitudinal (x) direction:

φx,num(n, i) (6)

• matrix of numerical modal displacement in the transversal (y) direction:

φy,num(n, i) (7)

As to phase 4, it is worth noting that, the comparison between FE results and the
experimental ones is carried for each combination of the unknown parameters out via
three steps:

• Assessment of the MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion) matrix, in which the sole nu-
merical modal shapes are correlated to the experimental ones, according to previous
studies [28].

• Definition of a suitable accuracy matrix, in which also the differences between numer-
ical and experimental frequencies are considered.

• Selection of the best match between the numerical and the experimental responses
and evaluation of the associated accuracy.

In particular, according to the well-established MAC definition proposed in the litera-
ture, the correlation between two sets of modal vectors φA,num (numerical set) and φA,exp
(experimental set) can be evaluated by computing a matrix (MAC matrix) as:

MAC(i, j) =

∣∣∣{φA,num}T
i
{

φA,exp
}

j

∣∣∣2(
{φA,num}T

i {φA,num}i

)({
φA,exp

}T
j

{
φA,exp

}
j

) (8)

where {φA,num}i is the column vector of the set φA,num related to the i-th mode and
{

φA,exp
}

j
is the column vector of the set φA,exp related to the j-th mode. Moreover, with superscript T
is indicated the transposed vector.

The component MAC(i, j) has the form of a coherency coefficient between the numer-
ical mode i and the experimental j one and it ranges from 0 (no correlation) to 1 (numerical
data fits perfectly the experimental ones). More in detail, a MAC(i, j) value greater than
0.80 is in general considered a good match while a MAC value less than 0.40 is considered
a poor match.
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Usually, the rack experimental modal shapes are uncoupled in the two main directions
and for this reason, two independent MAC matrices must be evaluated, one referred to the
down-aisle direction, macx, and the other to the cross-aisle direction, macy, defined as:

macx(i, j) =
(∑N

n=1 φx,num(n, i) ∗ φx,exp(n, j)) 2

(∑N
n=1 φx,num(n, i)) 2 ∗ (∑N

n=1 φx,exp (n, j))
2 (9)

macy(i, j) =
(∑N

n=1 φy,num(n, i) ∗ φy,exp(n, j)) 2

(∑N
n=1 φy,num(n, i)) 2 ∗ (∑N

n=1 φy,exp (n, j))
2 (10)

Then, a unified MAC matrix can be suitably defined as:

MAC(i, j) =
√
(macx(i, j))2 +

(
macy(i, j)

)2 (11)

It is worth to notice that in general the MAC matrix could be rectangular with the
number of the numerical modes different from the experimental ones. Furthermore, the
MAC definition is based only on the modal shapes and it does not seem sufficient to
capture the effective accuracy of the numerical model, being ignored the contributions
of the frequencies and the associated participating mass. To best fit experimental data,
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an accuracy matrix ACC(i, j) has been proposed in the framework of the present study,
defined as:

ACC(i, j) =

∣∣∣∣∣min
(

f reqnum(i), f reqexp(j)
)

max
(

f reqnum(i), f reqexp(j)
) ∣∣∣∣∣ ∗ mass(i)

masstot
∗MAC(i, j) (12)

where masstot is the sum of the modal participating mass ratios, mass(k), of the selected
numerical modes:

masstot =
P

∑
k=1

mass(k) (13)

where k is the number of the selected numerical modes. The generic component ACC(i, j)
provides a complete description of the difference between numerical mode i and exper-
imental mode j, in terms of both modal shapes and frequencies, weighted by the modal
participating mass ratio of the numerical mode i with respect to all the modes. The closer
this value is to 1, the more similar the numerical mode i is to the experimental mode j in
terms of frequencies and modal shape.

Starting from Equation (12), the final and most challenging task for each FE model is
to quantify its accuracy in predicting the experimental response. To this purpose, a suitable
parameter, ACC f inal , has been defined, which has to be independent by the order in which
the numerical modes are detected, by means of the following expression:

ACCmax(i) = max(ACC(i, j)) with j ∈ {1, 2, . . . M} (14)

ACC f inal =
P

∑
i=1

ACCmax(i) (15)

The final accuracy, ACC f inal is hence the sum of the chosen accuracy coefficients of
interest, not necessarily located on the principal diagonal. This assumption usually leads
to a number of numerical modes higher than the number of the experimental ones.

Finally, it is worth noting that a bi-univocal correspondence is required. If the nu-
merical mode m corresponds to the two experimental ones (h and k), only the mode with
the highest accuracy coefficient is selected. As an example, if ACC(h, m) > ACC(k, m),
the numerical mode m has to be associated with the sole h experimental mode. Then,
the evaluation of the accuracy of the experimental mode k is carried out by excluding
ACC(k, m), already considered.

3. The Case Study: Characterization of a 2-Bay 4-Story Steel Rack

The procedure has been applied to a particular typology of steel storage rack (named
shelving rack), commonly used to store light products [26]. In order to prove its efficiency,
the values of the unknown parameters obtained from the characterization have been
directly compared with the results of an experimentally campaign according to EN15512 [4],
carried out few years ago.

3.1. Rack Description

The shelving rack of interest is made by three bays and four storage levels (Figure 4).
The storage beams are connected in the transversal direction with removable shelf ele-
ments which create the supporting plane for the merchandize but do not contribute to the
structural stiffening of the skeleton frame. All the members are made of steel S355 and the
applied load is uniformly distributed on the frame and equal to 1kN on each couple of
pallet beams. Load has been simulated by means of masonry bricks.
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Uprights have a hollow T-like section with one axis of symmetry but, since the shear
center and centroid are practically coincident, warping effects are hence negligible. The
main cross-section characteristics are reported in Table 1 in terms of ratio between the gross
area and its thickness (A/t), ratio between the second moment of area along the principal
directions (Iy/Iz) and ratio between the shear center and the profile thickness (zs/t). No di-
rect data can be herein presented because components are commercial products. To account
for the shear deformability of the upright frame, the area of diagonals has been reduced by
a factor equal approximately to 0.3, recommended by the manufacturing engineer.

Table 1. Main properties of the considered sections.

Pallet Beam (A)
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A/t 273 230 33
Iy/Iz 3.65 1.77 1.00
zs/t 0.0 2.10 0.0

As previously mentioned, all data necessary for structural design are available for
this rack. In particular, three nominally equal specimens of the beam-to-column joint were
tested in cantilever configuration [4] and the associated experimental results are presented
in Figure 5, in term of non-dimensional moment (moment of the connection, Mj,btc divided
by the yielding moment of the beam, Mb) versus rotation φbtc. The mean value of the initial
elastic stiffness (Sj,btc), which is represented by the thick dashed black line, assumes the
experimental value of 1.17 × 107 Nmm/rad, which is the value of one unknown parameter
to be assessed via the characterization procedure.

For baseplate connections, test results on three nominally equal specimens are avail-
able from the past research. The associated experimental curves are reported in Figure 6,
in terms of relationships between the base-plate connection bending moment (Mbase) di-
vided by the resistant bending moment of the upright (Mc) versus rotation φbase. Like for
beam-to-column joints, initial elastic stiffness (Sj,base) is represented by a dashed thick black
line, corresponding to the value of 2.21 × 106 Nmm/rad, which is the unknown stiffness
to approximate via the characterization procedure.
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3.2. In-Situ Modal Identification

Test setup (Figure 7) was comprised of PCB-393A03 mono-axial piezoelectric ac-
celerometers with a sensitivity of 1000 mmV/g connected to IEPE (integrated electronic
piezoelectric) National Instrument board. A constant excitation energy is given to the
structure via an on-purpose built impact hammer, kinematically similar to a Charpy pen-
dulum used to assess the steel toughness. Experimental tests were performed in both the
down-aisle and the cross-aisle directions.

Two impact hammers were rigidly connected at the top of the rack in the longitudinal
and transversal direction (Figure 7b). The height of falling and the excitation mass are
250 mm and 0.3 kg, respectively; therefore, the input energy was always constant during
tests in order to guarantee that all test data are coherent to each other. The accelerations
were recorded with a sampling frequency of 6400 Hz (∆t = 0.156 ms).
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The final signal was elaborated by using the well-known Frequency Domain Decom-
position (FDD) technique [29], paying attention to separate the predominant structural
frequencies from external noise. In Figures 8 and 9 the obtained results in term of ac-
celerations, frequencies, and deformed modal shapes are reported, which are related to
the longitudinal and transversal direction, respectively. For the damping evaluation, ref-
erence has been made to the bandwidth method [29], which ensures a good estimation
of the modal damping coefficient associated to each modal shape highlighted on the
frequency domain.
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It can be noted that the highest magnitude is observed in the longitudinal direction,
which is characterized by the predominant frequency (identified at 1.47 Hz) associated
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with a pure flexural mode shape. This mode involves deformation of the points in the same
direction with a maximum displacement located at the top storage level. The predominant
frequency in transversal (cross-aisle) direction is in correspondence of 3.38 Hz and it is
associated with a flexural mode. Other non-negligible magnitude can be observed at
5.01 Hz in longitudinal direction. In all the identified modes, the critical damping (d) is
always lower than 5%, that is the default value recommended for steel structures.

3.3. Results

As previously mentioned, the elastic stiffness of both beam-to-column joints and base-
plate connections have been considered as unknown parameters. Both these components
have been modeled as link elements guaranteeing:

• Fixed translations along x, y, z axes;
• Fixed rotations about x and z axes;
• Linear moment-rotation curve about the y axis, whose slope is the unknown parameter

(i.e., elastic stiffness).

The other rack components have been modeled by using the FE beam element.
As to the elastic stiffness of beam-to-column joints (Sj,btc), the range of variation was

assumed between 0.9 × 107 and 1.2 × 107 Nmm/rad, with an increment of the trial values
of 5 × 105 Nmm/rad. In total 7 different values have been considered for joints. For
base-plate connections, the elastic stiffness (Sj,base) was assumed between 2 × 106 and
1 × 109 Nmm/rad with the increments of 1 × 104 Nmm/rad if the update stiffness is
lower than 5 × 106 Nmm/rad, otherwise the increment was 1 × 106 Nmm/rad. In total
1297 different values have been considered for bases.

For both components, the ranges and the associated increments of the unknown
parameters have been defined on the basis of the authors’ expertise.

The time tTOT required to best match the values of the unknown parameters can be
appraised as:

tTOT = Ntot ∗ t (16)

where t is the average time taken by the computer to perform one iteration (approximately
10 s) and Ntot is the number of the iterations (for the considered case Ntot = 7× 1297 = 9079).
In total 25 h approximately have been required for the FE simulations associated with the
present case studio. Final results are plotted in Figure 10, where for each trial combination,
identified by a number ranging from 1 to 9079, the value of the associated accuracy
parameter (ACCfinal) is reported.

It can be that ACCfinal ranges between 0.723 and 0.967 with sawtooth patterns, whose
peaks are related to the extreme values of the unknown parameters during the different
sets of iterations. Furthermore, part b) of the figure proposes a zoom related to the first
2200 cases, approximately, that is associated with the highest values of ACCfinal. The
combination n◦ 1852 is the best one, corresponding to Sj,btc= 1.20 × 107 Nmm/rad and
Sj,base = 2.4× 106 Nmm/rad with the highest value of ACCfinal (=0.967). A direct comparison
between these values and the experimental ones (Figures 5 and 6) shows that differences are
lower than 9% and 8% with respect to beam-to-column joints and base-plate connections,
respectively.

In both parts of the figure, some peaks are identified by a capital letter. For each of
them, the number of the iteration, the corresponding values of the unknown parameters
and the accuracy parameter are reported in Table 2. It is worth noting that ACCfinal reaches
in a great number of cases values significantly close to the unity, despite the fact that the
corresponding elastic stiffnesses are remarkably different from those associated with case
B. As an example, ACCfinal is remarkably high for cases E and H, despite the fact that Sj,base
is more than two times more than the experimental one and/or the one associated with the
best match.
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Table 2. Analysis results.

Iteration Sj,btc (Nmm/rad) Sj,base (Nmm/rad) ACCfinal

A 1 0.90 × 107 2.0 × 106 0.905

C 301 0.90 × 107 5.0 × 106 0.951

D 302 0.95 × 107 2.0 × 106 0.911
E 602 0.95 × 107 5.0 × 106 0.957
F 1205 1.10 × 107 2.0 × 106 0.944

G 1350 1.10 × 107 3.5 × 106 0.965
B (BEST
MATCH) 1852 1.20 × 107 2.4 × 106 0.967

H 2105 1.20 × 107 5.0 × 106 0.929
I 2870 1.00 × 107 9.7 × 108 0.767

M 9079 1.20 × 107 1.0 × 109 0.753

In order to appraise the influence of the elastic stiffness values on the rack performance,
a reference can be made to Table 3. The values of the critical load multiplier (αcr) associated
with sole cases E, B, and H are reported, together with the ratio between the numerical
frequency, f reqnum(i), over the experimental one f reqexp(j), for the first two modes and the
associated percentage (between brackets) of the participating mass. As to the evaluation
of the critical load multiplier, αcr, the one predicted by considering the effective value of
the stiffnesses, i.e., the one deriving by the component tests, is 15.17, that is practically
the value associated with the best match. Remarkable differences can be observed with
references to the models E and H, i.e., 16.63 and 18.15, respectively. It is worth noting that
αcr is a parameter of paramount importance for the static as well as seismic design. A quite
moderate overestimation of αcr, like for E (9%) and H (19%) cases, should lead to an unsafe
design. As to the prediction of the frequencies of the first two modes, i.e., the dominant
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one, the errors associated with the best match are lower than 3% s, while for models E and
H are up to 14%.

Table 3. Key design data related to models E, B and H.

αcr
freqnum(1)/freqexp(1)

(mass(1))
freq,num(2)/freqexp(2)

(mass(2))
E (it. n. 602) 16.63 0.986 (88%) 1.053 (51%)

B (BEST MATCH, it. n. 1852) 15.21 0.999 (90%) 1.029 (52%)
H (it. n. 2105) 18.15 1.061 (88%) 1.029 (50%)

4. Conclusions

A refined procedure has been presented for the characterization of existing racks when
it is not feasible to cut out details to perform direct laboratory tests to obtain key design
parameters. In particular, rack behavior has to be clearly identified in terms of dynamic
in-situ identification. The experimental response is then reproduced via numerical FE
models differing for the values assigned to the unknown variables. The best fit in predicting
experimental data is based on the definition of a suitable parameter, identified as ACCfinal,
depending on the well-known MAC matrix, by the frequencies and the associated modal
masses (Equation (14b)). Despite in literature reference is made to the sole MAC index,
the definition of ACCfinal allows for a better characterization of the structure. In particular,
making reference to the E, B, and H cases, it appears that the associated models are equivalent
to each other, being MAC > 0.8, as it appears from Figure 11 by considering the red bold
terms. It is hence not possible to understand which case better represents the structural
behavior of the considered rack. Different conclusions derive from the use of the maximum
ACCfinal values, as discussed with reference to the critical load multiplier (Table 3).
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that theoretically there is no limit to the number
of unknows but, of course when these variables increase, the timing of the numerical
process increase as well. Finally, it has to be remarked that field of applicability of the
characterization procedure can be extended to all the types of structures for which the
dynamic identification is required, independently of the structural typology or of the used
material. Another application of the proposed procedure, once the structural characteristics
of the frame have been determined, is the detection of the damages on the frames by using
continuous monitoring systems [30].
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Glossary

Latin symbols
Small letters
d critical damping
f reqexp(j) vector of experimental j-th frequency
f reqnum(i) vector of the frequency associated with the numerical i-th mode
mass(i) vector of the participating mass ratios of the numerical i-th mode
mass_x (i) participating mass ratios of the ith mode in the x-direction
mass_y (i) participating mass ratios of the ith mode in the y-direction
macx(i, j) Modal Assurance Criterion in the x-direction
macy(i, j) Modal Assurance Criterion in the y-direction
masstot sum of the modal participating mass ratios of all the numerical modes
t average time taken by the computer to perform one iteration
zs distance between shear centre and centroid
Capitol letters
A cross-sectional area
ACC(i, j) accuracy matrix
ACC f inal final accuracy value
E Young Modulus of the beam
Ib second moment of area of the beam
Ic interstorey height of the upright
Iy/z second moment of area in y/z direction
Lb length of the beam
Lc second moment of area of the upright
M number of the experimental frequencies and modes
MAC(i, j) Global Modal Assurance Criterion
Mb bending resistance of the beam
Mc bending resistance of the upright
Mj,base bending resistance of the base connection
Mj,btc bending resistance of the beam-to-column connection
N nodal points in which modal displacements are known
NTOT number of iterations performed to find the final values of the selected unknowns
P number of numerical frequencies and modal shapes
Sj,base linear stiffness of the base-plate connection
Sj,btc linear stiffness of the beam-to-column connection
tTOT time required to find the final values of the selected unknowns
UKj value of the structural unknown
UKj,max maximum value of the structural unknown
UKj,min minimum value of the structural unknown
Greek symbols
αcr critical load multiplier
φx,num(n, i) matrix of numerical modal displacement in the longitudinal direction x
φx,exp(n, i) matrix of experimental modal displacements in the longitudinal direction
φy,num(n, i) matrix of numerical modal displacement in the transversal direction y
φy,exp(n, i) matrix of experimental modal displacements in the transversal direction
φbtc experimental beam-to-column joint rotation
φbase experimental base-plate connection rotation
∆UKj step of the j- structural unknown
∆t time step
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